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it is an almost universal truth that sequels suck. with the rare exception (e.g.
the empire strikes back ) this is always the case in film and can, to some

degree, be applied to video games as well. do any of you remember freespace
2 how about most of the mortal kombat or tomb raider sequels when i was

handed the sequel to crazy taxi, one of my favorite dreamcast games from last
year, apprehension overwhelmed me. i wasnt sure if i could tolerate seeing one

of my favorite games reduced to bargain bin trash by a knock off developer.
the pc version of crazy taxi is great. the visuals are crisp and clear, and there
are a lot of cars to choose from. the game looks nice, but it does suffer from
some slowdown issues. just be careful not to over-tax your cpu, or you'll find

yourself slowing down the game to a crawl. the cpu is the only limitation to the
game, as even if you max out the graphics settings, you'll still see the same

game, just slower. the drivers are also pretty good, with a few glitches here and
there, but nothing too out of the ordinary. the sound effects are also a little

strange, and sound similar to the sound of a vacuum cleaner. the driver's voice,
however, sounds pretty good, especially on headphones. there are three levels

of gameplay, and each one is like a different game. the first level offers a
60-second timed race. the goal is to reach the destination before time expires.
the second level is called the hot seat, and it lets you pick up passengers and
take them to their destinations, although your time limit is only five minutes.
the last level is called the fastest car, and it lets you pick up fares and take

them to their destinations, but your time limit is now 10 minutes. you can opt
to play through the fastest car level multiple times to earn more money. you
can also play through crazy taxi: fastest car race, which is a mode where you

race against other players' times.
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